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What is the Blue Economy?
The ocean is a complex natural system that is inextricably linked to land-based activities and
ecosystems, but in addition to the ocean’s crucial role for regulating the climate and weather, the
ocean is vital to the world’s economy. This ECO Canada blog post refers to it simply as “the
sustainable use of our ocean’s resources”.
The OECD estimates the value-added generated by ocean-based industry globally could double
in size from USD $1.5 trillion in 2010 to USD $3 trillion in 2030. In particular, marine
aquaculture, marine capture fisheries, marine fish processing, offshore wind and port activities
were seen as having the potential to outperform the global economy.
Canada launched the Ocean Supercluster several years ago to unlock the innovation and
growth potential of the Blue Economy in Canada. See this snap-shot of their work across the
country: Infographic.
What are the opportunities in the global Blue Economy?
The Blue Economy includes many traditional industries–aquaculture and fisheries, global
shipping routes and port activities, and offshore oil & gas–however, the push for better ocean
management and sustained efforts to reduce climate change are leading to substantial changes
and new opportunities. This report from the European Commission describes the opportunity at
the nexus of both green and digital transitions and that the Blue Economy should be integrated
into overall economic policies.
A string of enabling technologies promises to stimulate improvements in efficiency, productivity
and cost structures in many ocean activities, from scientific research and ecosystem analysis to
shipping, shipbuilding, energy, fisheries/aquaculture and tourism & marine recreation.
Some of these technologies and trends include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Cleaner shipping and goods transport
Integrated supply-chain management and traceability
Offshore wind energy and water-situated solar arrays
Ocean tidal energy
Imaging and physical sensors
Satellite & Lidar technologies
Advanced materials and shipbuilding advancements
Information and communication technology (ICT) and its applications to ocean and
marine sectors

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Ocean data management, big data analytics and blockchain
Remote Operated Vehicles (ROVs) and Autonomous Operated Vehicles (AOVs)
Biotechnology and nanotechnology
Subsea engineering
Invasive species, wild fish stock and fish farm monitoring and interventions
Sustainable fisheries management
Ocean acidification monitoring and mitigation
Ocean waste management and prevention
Indigenous economy, ecosystem management and traditional knowledge
Tsunami warning and other wave monitoring
Carbon sequestration and removal

What is BlueTech?
Within the global Blue Economy there are many sectors and subsectors. “BlueTech” is often
used to describe the advanced technology sectors within the Blue Economy and maritime
industries. It includes a broad spectrum of industries and innovative technologies focused on
promoting sustainable ocean activities and applying “clean-tech” to the oceanspace.
Other definitions:
● From Maritime Blue: “Bluetech involves innovative solutions to benefit the maritime and
ocean economies, healthy marine and ocean ecosystem”
●

From UNC Chapel Hill: “BlueTech is a cleantech cousin which focuses on solutions
related to our oceans. These companies use cleantech solutions to enhance the aquatic
environment, drive coastal economic development, and create quality blue-collar jobs”

●

From KPMG: “You can’t go green without going blue” or in other words “the blue
economy is essential to the green ecosystem” (source)

Facts & Figures related Oceans and the Blue Economy:
●

●
●

●

8 of the world’s top 10 largest cities are coastal and about two-thirds of the world's
population live within 60 kilometers of the coast (UN); and more than 3 billion people
utilize the oceans for their livelihood (UN)
Global Blue Economy: $1.5 trillion (2010) to $3 trillion by 2030 (OECD)
Despite having 243,000 km of coastlines along the shores of 52,455 islands–making up
the longest coastline in the world–Canada’s blue economy accounts for about $31.65
billion annually, which is just 1.6% of GDP (Government of Canada)
○ Compare this to countries with less coastlines: USA marine economy is 1.9% of
GDP (US Bureau of Statistics), Denmark - 4.3% of GDP (EU), Estonia - 4.3% of
GDP (EU), Spain - 3% of GDP (EU), Croatia - 8.4% (EU), Portugal - 3.2% (EU).
Around 90% of traded goods are carried by water, but as demand for global freight
increases, maritime trade volumes are set to triple to 2050 (OECD)

●
●

●

●










The Pacific Ocean is the largest ocean in the world, covering about 30% of the earth’s
surface (Nat Geo)
While the Atlantic Ocean was the dominant economic conduit for most of history since
the colonization era; since the early 1990s, the value of goods crossing the Pacific
Ocean has been greater than the value of goods crossing the Atlantic. The creation of
APEC in 1989, to the growth of the ASEAN countries and now with the CPTPP trade
bloc (13.5% of global GDP), the Pacific Rim will be a dominant region within the global
economy for the foreseeable future (ThoughtCo)
In BC, ocean-oriented activities account for $21.8B of economic activities, which is
approximately 8% of the province’s GDP (analysis from Big River Analytics for
Government of British Columbia).
The $21.8 billion is comprised of the following sectors:
- $ 5.8 billion
Ocean tourism & recreation
- $ 5.9 billion
Ocean transport
- $ 4.9 billion
Coastal forestry
- $ 1.5 billion
Seafood
- $ 1.2 billion
Federal government
- $ 0.9 billion
Research
- $ 0.9 billion
Ocean technology
- $ 0.7 billion
Ship/boat-building & repair
- $ 0.4 billion
Port and Harbour Construction

How is Pacific Canada (and specifically Vancouver Island) Positioned in the Blue
Economy?
●

Exploring British Columbia & “Pacific Canada” ocean assets and key attributes:
○

○

○

The BC Coast can be stated as one of the longest in North America at over
25,500 kms in length and consisting of 40,000 islands of various sizes. The “west
coast” is generally referred to by using one of its several subregions: 1)
Vancouver Island & the Gulf Islands, Lower Mainland (including Greater
Vancouver and south to the US border), Sunshine Coast (area north of
metro-Vancouver), Central Coast (includes the islands and mainland coast
between Desolation Sound and Cape Caution), North Coast (sparsely populated
area closely associated with the Great Bear Rainforest), and Haida Gwaii (a large
archipelago off the central coast consisting of two main islands) (source).
There are 198 distinct First Nations in B.C., each with their own unique traditions
and history. More than 30 different First Nation languages and close to 60
dialects are spoken in the province. Of these, many First Nations are coastal and
have deep ties to the Salish Sea–including 53 across Vancouver Island.
BC is home to several world-class post-secondary institutions that have unique
and complementary ocean-related programing and research agendas:
■ University of British Columbia (UBC): Department of Earth Ocean and
Atmospheric Sciences (website)

■
■
■
■

○

○

○

●

Simon Fraser University (SFU): Centre for Coastal Studies (website)
British Columbia Institute of Technology (BCIT): Marine Campus (website)
University of Victoria (described below under Vancouver Island assets)
Vancouver Island University (VIU) (described below under Vancouver
Island assets)
■ Camosun College (described below under Vancouver Island assets)
Home of Canada’s Digital Supercluster (website) - one of Canada’s five strategic
cluster initiatives to support the country’s strongest sectors, working with
innovators and industry leaders that want to advance their R&D, prepare for
digital transformation and team up with new partners to develop breakthrough
technologies backed by Canadian IP.
4th busiest port in North America, the Port of Vancouver trades approximately
$200 billion in goods with more than 170 economies worldwide. The port aims to
be zero emissions by 2050 and is operated by the Vancouver Fraser Port
Authority (website)
Diversity of the ocean/marine economy: at least 11 sub-sectors contribute to BC’s
blue economy, and numerous others that have potential to impact the future of
BC’s Blue Economy–like clean-tech!

Vancouver Island ocean assets and key attributes:
○

○

○
○

At 32,134 km2 in size, Vancouver Island is the world’s 43rd largest island and the
11th largest in Canada. It is the second most populated island in Canada (behind
Montreal Island) and is the largest on the west coast of the Americas with a 2021
estimated population of 864,864 (source)
Vancouver Island is home to 53 independent and sovereign First Nations, 6% of
the country’s total. These Nations have had relationships with these coastal
waters for thousands of years (source)
75% of all ocean technology companies in BC are located on the island
(according to the Association of BC Marine Industries - ABCMI)
Some of the island’s Blue Economy assets include:
■ Canadian Forces Base (CFB Esquimalt) is Canada’s Pacific Coast naval
base encompassing 12,000 acres, 1,500 buildings and employing 7000
personnel (website)
■ Home to BC Ferries, one of the largest ferry operators in the world,
moving more than 60,000 customers and 23,000 vehicles throughout
coastal BC every day. BC Ferries is aiming to electrify their island class
vessels by 2030 (website)
■ UVic’s Ocean Networks Canada - the world’s largest underwater
laboratory and ocean-data network (website)
■ UVic Earth and Ocean Sciences (website)
■ Vancouver Island University (VIU) - Fisheries and Aquaculture Program
(website)
■ Camosun College - Coastal Centre, marine industry training (website)

■
■
■

■

■
■

Bamfield Marine Sciences Research Centre (website)
Government of Canada’s Institute for Ocean Sciences (website)
Esquimalt Graving Dock - The largest non-military hard bottom dry dock
on the west coast of the Americas (website). Many leading companies
use the drydock for various ship maintenance projects, listed here.
Victoria & Esquimalt Harbours (website): Complex working harbours
comprising Canada’s Pacific Naval Base, and featuring one of the world’s
busiest water airstrips and many marine-related businesses (like Point
Hope Shipyard, Fisherman’s Wharf, Ellice Recycle and many others) and
marinas (like the Inner Causeway at Ship Point or Victoria International
Marina–Pacific Canada’s only luxury yacht marina)
Ogden Point - Canada’s busiest port of call for cruise (website)
The Association of BC Marine Industries (ABCMI), the primary industry
association for BC’s main industrial and technical marine businesses, is
also based on the island in Greater Victoria.

Section 2: COAST as a platform to actualize and grow Pacific Canada’s stake in the Blue
Economy:
What is the Centre for Ocean Applied Sustainable Technologies (COAST)?
COAST (www.canadacoast.ca) is emerging from a call from the west coast’s ocean and marine
industry that they needed a catalyst for innovation and solutions in the local market; a conduit
that could connect the large industry players like shipping, shipbuilding and defense &
aerospace to the emerging technologies, start-ups, SMEs and nascent research. To explore this
industry demand and the operational model for such a catalyst, a feasibility study was
completed for the establishment of a west coast “Ocean Innovation Hub & Cluster” in December
2020 and can be found here.
COAST is the re-branded entity that will lead the establishment and growth of an innovation hub
and cluster in Pacific Canada. COAST’s vision is: COAST is Canada’s hub for the blue economy
on the Pacific. And mission statement: Driving inclusive prosperity in British Columbia’s
sustainable blue economy through entrepreneurship, innovation and expansive partnerships.
What will the economic benefits of COAST be to Pacific Canada?
In the short-term:
● COAST aims to start 10 new ocean startups with Indigenous founders or co-founders
within the Blue Economy;
● directly increase internal capacity of three (3) First Nations governments to engage in the
Blue Economy through project initiations, business formations, joint venture formations
and new jobs created;
● work with three to five (3-5) large industry partners to refine their “end-user needs” to
serve as potential customers for new (or expanded) products for at least ten (10) SMEs
and startups;

●

●
●
●
●
●

●

host fifty (50) events, workshops and design labs to build awareness for opportunities
across the Blue Economy, help industry clients directly define and address their specific
challenges through design labs and hackathons, and help refine market-fit for
SME/Start-up products and services.
150 people will receive SBMP training, including micro credentialing
By Year 3, COAST will have 80% of the leased premises fully occupied with a
combination of startups, SMEs, large industry and academic institutions.
COAST will assist in the starting of 8 new indigenous led ocean startup companies
COAST will train and microcredential 10 indigenous leaders in relevant blue economy
training areas.
Positive ESG outcomes are identified through the ESG framework developed in Year 1
of the project; these include environmental impacts, social and inclusive economy
benefits, and improvements to First Nations and other collaborative governance
structures (PPP, consortiums, etc).
These efforts will help create 150 new jobs in Canadian companies (including within First
Nations-owned ventures) by the end of the three years. These efforts also prepare
COAST and its stakeholders to work with PacifiCan on a multi-year growth phase of the
cluster starting in 2025.

In the longer-term: Assuming sufficient government and industry support, by 2030, COAST
aims to be one of the top ten ocean economy clusters globally, by:
COAST is being designed as a long-term cluster positioned within the $3 trillion global Blue
Economy that will sustain itself for decades to come. The goals are that by 2030:
● COAST aims to attract 300+ members into the cluster
● Up to 100 of SMEs having direct involvement within the hub facilities (shared equipment,
co-work space etc.)
● Through COAST facilitated collaborations, 1500 new jobs get created in British Columbia
and Canada.
● 50 of these having been incubated through acceleration programs and a percent of
these are growing internationally.
● COAST aims to establish or be part of a revolving (multi-round) Canada venture fund
that unlocks $100-250 million in investment into Canadian projects (but also leverages
FDI partner and leveraged investment) to support the growth of Canadian SMEs and
startups.
Together by 2030, these SME and industry partners will create 1500 new, high-paying blue
economy jobs across Pacific Canada and directly helping 50 SMEs (of the 100 directly
engaged) achieve new growth (new revenues, exports to new global markets, new products
launched, new joint ventures formed) in the global blue economy.

What is the current status of COAST?
After publishing the feasibility study in December 2020, founding partners spent 2021 setting up
the startup/advisory board, creating a startup plan (websites, name registry etc), and developing
a Catalyst Phase Plan that will be developed with Pacific Economic Development Canada
(PacifiCan) with the intent of implementing key activities over 36-months that will demonstrate
the value proposition of COAST’s operational model, increase engagement with industry, First

Nations, SMEs, academia and governments, and establish momentum to scale these to a larger
client base in order to create a sustainable and growing BlueTech cluster in Pacific Canada that
eventually achieves global success.
Project areas within the Catalyst Phase (2022-2025) are as follows:
1. Blue Innovation and Skills Hub - Objective: Establish BC’s reputation as a global
leader with the most resilient, innovative and circular ecosystems for new ventures and
future skills development for ocean sustainability.
2. Ecosystem Development and Global Positioning - Objective: COAST and partners
will promote investment and growth opportunities for BC’s bluetech cluster. Through
resource-sharing and collaborating on events, challenges, labs, workshops, and other
industry engagement activities, develop a strong value chain that fosters competitive
advantages from startup to scale up.
3. Corporate Innovation Projects - Objective: COAST and partners will develop up to five
commercialization projects with key partners to create long-term cluster advantages,
such as access to IP, talent and networks. Identify proven industry challenges and
engage BC innovators and partners to solve these challenges.
4. Indigenous Blue Economy Entrepreneurship and Innovation Capacity - Objective:
Led by the Indigenous Prosperity Centre (IPC) & in alignment to the COAST initiative,
conduct research; engage Indigenous ecosystem; provide access to programs and
resources to build blue innovation and entrepreneurship capacity; celebrate and
incorporate Indigenous worldviews, knowledge and perspectives in the B.C. blue
economy.
5. Indigenous Growth Through Procurement - Objective: Led by the Indigenous
Prosperity Centre (IPC) & in alignment with the COAST initiative, promote Indigenous
procurement readiness and help non-Indigenous partners recognize barriers to
procurement and partnerships with Indigenous business.
A detailed documentation of COAST’s inception and progress can be found here.
How do local industry, businesses, startups and researchers get involved?
In the months to come, COAST and its partners will be introducing various Design Labs,
hackathon events, formal corporate innovation projects along with various webinars and special
events - these will all be worth following along but some may be more relevant to your company
or organization than others. COAST will also be building a database of Pacific Canada’s (and
western Canada’s) network of ocean-related and ocean-peripheral businesses and projects.
Click here to become an associate member to ensure you do not miss future opportunities to
engage.
Are local First Nations and Indigenous groups involved?

These coastal waters have been the source of livelihoods, trade relations, cultural ceremonies
and other forms of cultural and economic significance for First Nations for millenia. This is why
through its initial stages of establishing COAST, Chief Gord Planes of T’Sou-ke Nation has been
a member of the advisory board helping to ensure that one of the pillars of COAST’s
“6-stakeholder model” is indeed First Nations. They will be embedded into projects and
initiatives. As these take shape, there will be numerous connections and partnerships with First
Nations and Indigenous rights holders and stakeholders, along with First Nations-led projects
that are supported by the COAST and the Blue Economy ecosystem partners.

